Gas Leak NG Chart

1. **Disconnect or shut-off gas supply**
   - **Inspect Hose or Line for Kinks, Twists, or Tears**
   - **Inspect Valves for Tight Fit onto Manifold**
   - **Check Connections for loose fit**

2. **Flex Line**
   - **Replace damaged kinked line**
   - **Perform Gas Leak test on fittings to ensure leak has ceased**
   - **If test fails, recheck, remove and inspect line and connection**
   - **Retest**
   - **If problem persists, contact a Bull Authorized Service Center or qualified technician**

3. **Source is coming from valve or front of unit**
   - **Contact a Bull Authorized Service Center or qualified technician**

4. **Regulator Malfunction**
   - **Remove and Replace Regulator**
   - **Perform gas leak test**
   - **If problem persists contact a Bull Authorized Service Center or Qualified Technician**